DEVELOPING LEADER ALL STAR PROGRAM

The Developing Leader All Star Program offers DLs an opportunity to expand their CRE knowledge and network, participate in exciting and rewarding mentoring programs, and be recognized for outstanding service to the Chapter. The DL All Star Program has four requirements to be completed (within a 24 month period). DL All Stars are recognized at NAIOP Wisconsin's Annual Meeting and throughout the year.

THE ALL STAR JOURNEY REQUIREMENTS

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
- Four DL 101 courses each year - must attend two.
- Past course topics: development, architecture, capital stack, construction and financing.
- Real estate topics relevant to you, taught by experienced leaders.

NAIOP MENTORSHIP
- Year long program with at least one mentor.
- Mentor pairing event.
- Mentees schedule meetings - at least two required.
- One-on-one time with top industry professionals as your mentors.

MARQUETTE MENTORSHIP
- Your turn to be a mentor to help NAIOP's next generation.
- During Marquette's Fall semester.
- Kick-off meeting attendance.
- Half day shadow with breakfast or lunch.
- Bring your mentee to an industry event.

CHAPTER INVOLVEMENT
- Participate in at least 2 of the following activities:
  - Serve on a Chapter committee.
  - Contribute at least $25 to CoRE PAC.
  - Attend Government Day.
  - Contribute web-blog content.

"NAIOP Wisconsin's Developing Leader All Star Program is a way for young professionals in the development industry to distinguish themselves in a competitive field. There is no doubt in my mind that the NAIOP Wisconsin Developing Leader All Star Designation will benefit these young leaders personally and professionally." - J. Michael Mooney, Chairman, MLG Capital.

"Surrounding myself with these people has been an honor and a privilege, and I know these relationships will continue for the rest of my career. I can't imagine why anyone wouldn't want to become involved as a DL and make lifelong connections that will directly lead to their own success in this industry." - Andrew Hunt, Director, Marquette University Center for Real Estate.

GET IN TOUCH: BRITTANY@NAIOP-WI.ORG | (414) 622-0006
250 E. WISCONSIN AVE., SUITE 700, MILWAUKEE, WI 53202 WWW.NAIOP-WI.ORG